This 
ABSTRACT.
This satisfies POL 2 if and only if 7*3 -37*27 + 37*72 -73 = 0. An operator 7 which satisfies POL 72 will be called coadjoint (order n). Note that if 7 is coadjoint, then 7 is not necessarily coadjoint.
It is easy to check that every coadjoint operator has real spectrum. This paper concerns only Jordan operators of order 2 and henceforth only these will be called Jordan operators.
One major result of this paper ( §1) 
Henceforth, in this paper the spectrum of 7 will always be taken to be [O, l] . and (1.4) imply that
The identities (1.3) and (1.5) imply that f0h'dpl2 = fQhdv, which together with the fact that Pi2 = P2i implies that we may take if, g) to have the representation REP with ßi2'lJL21 identically zero and p22 identically zero (Note: when ( , ) is written this way, the measures p.. may be different from the p.. that we begin with).
The remaining problem is to eliminate pQ2 and p2Q. Our plan is to prove that p20 and p02 each have derivatives which are measures denoted by v, and i/-respectively. Then we can write /0V"I*20+ /oI^"*02 = -/0V'g'^20-/0V'I^2-XV'I'^0 2 where ¿3Q and <3j are measures which are concentrated at the end points of [0, l] .
This means that (/, g) can be written in the form required by our theorem. To prove that p2-and p02 ate differentiable it suffices to show that they are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure I and that dp-2/dl and dp2Q/dl ate of bounded variation (cf. [R, Chapter 12, §3]). The proof consists of five steps which show that the measures in REP can be chosen in nicer and nicer ways.
In each step when we refer to REP we shall assume that the measures appearing in it have all of the nice properties which were gotten for them in the preceding steps.
Step 1. The measure p02 -p2r¡ has a derivative which is a measure (i.e.
fof ^^02 ~ 7i20^ *s suPremum norm continuous in /). Step 2. We may take Foo'^i i'Mo2 t0 ^e rea^ measures and also we may take Poi =izio-Proof. We write the right-hand side of REP as the sum of a hermitian and skew-hermitian part (/' g) = 2 fo^^oo + ¿oo1 + 2 Jo^'^oi + Éio1 + \flf"~gd[llw + ^0 l1 + ifl1'} '^n + Ed + \flf"~g + fs"dip02 + ¿021
+ 2 Jo's'^oi -^io1 + 2 Jtj7'14^ -^oi1 + 2/0^ + /s"4'x02 -hi' Step 3 is now complete. Let a denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p02 with respect to Lebesgue measure; henceforth we shall write dpQ2 = adx.
Step 4. a is essentially bounded. (1) /eC°°,/>0j In the last part of this section we shall weaken the requirement in Theorem 0 that 7 has a cyclic vector. Now we turn our attention to eliminating pQ2 and p2Q from REP.
Step 1 of This reduces to C3.6) U.g)c= f¡fgdp00+ {¡f'g'Pdx if we take re + Pc =0 and choose pQQ and P in the obvious way. The function c(x) = exp-f*r(s)/P(s)ds which satisfies re + Pc' = 0 is bounded, invertible, and is in 77 (/). Thus c is a cyclic vector under multiplication by x in H(p). Henceforth we shall write P and pQ0 instead of P and pQ0 and we shall take H (p.) to be the Hubert space of functions with ( , ) norm given by (3.6). It is clear from the simple form of ( , )
that it is equivalent to the 77 (7) norm. Then H (x) = \h im)\ < pmti im) < H (X) and we may conclude that H(X) = 0. Since h is in H (I) it is continuous and there must be some largest point x. in [O, l] such that h is identically zero to the left of it. The above argument applied at Xj rather than 0 gives a contradiction. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
In what follows we shall employ a bilinear form ( , )ß which is a slight modification of ( , ) . If ß is a positive number define Í , )ß by if.g)ß=if.g)c-ßf01fgPdx. >0
The original assumption POL 2 along with the construction of the representation 
The definition of h implies that (/, h)ß = /(l) (l, h)a and so p(f, g) is actually
(/, g)c. Also, 0< (h, h)ß = ¿(l)(l, h)ß which gives us that (l, ¿)o is positive.
At last we have reached our goal and represented (/, g) using a matrix of mea- 
Here a (7) A rather obvious undertaking would be to extend Theorems I and II to cover co- Note. Many of the hypotheses can be lifted in the way which we already de- 
